
Horizon Charging Collection



Core Intelligence
Voltra’s unique Engine is at the core of all of our lamps. 
Cord-free power and control of settings with the tap of 
a button. Our Engine now features magnetic contacts 
for Gravity Charging.



A Universe of Opportunity
Our unique docking system means the Engine 
is compatible with all our lumière designs. You 
have the freedom to quickly change style or 
re-power with no need for cables.



All of our Lumière’s and Engines are fully IP65 rated. 
Ideal for offshore exploration, bath-time relaxation and 
everything in between.

Waterproof. Worry-Free



Non-Slip as Standard
A high-grade silicone gasket combined with the 
weight of our hand-crafted Lumières provides 
exceptional grip on most surfaces.



Serving All Your Power Needs
Inspired by serving trays, the new Voltra Horizon Ten 
charger is amazingly minimal and useful. Move, charge, 
control and store up to ten Engines or Lamps.



Slimline Super-Charging
At only 18mm thin, the Voltra Horizon Ten charger is 
exceptionally discreet and convenient to store.



One to the Power of Three-Dimensions
Horizon Ten features our Gravity Charging System. 
Magnetically connect and charge Voltra  engines on a 
table or wall.



Flexible Accommodation
Accommodate, charge and control up to ten Engines 
or Lamps at once.



Clarity and Control
Using our Dual Control Interface is simple. 
Change brightness or modes at the tap of 
a button.



The final touch of convenience, Horizon Ten 
incorporates USB-C connectivity.

USB-Convenience



Presenting Our Solo Act
Horizon Solo enables Active Touch control 
to cycle through brightnesses and modes.



Night Night. Not Night Light
Locating the status light on the back of Solo Pad means 
no pulsing lights disrupt your peace.



USB-Convenience
Horizon Solo also features the convenience of 
USB-C connectivity.



sales@voltralighting.com

Whether you wish to create an intimate 
ambience for your customers, would like to 
work with us, or desire Voltra lighting for 
your own home, get in touch with us:


